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Experimental results for the rate of the association reaction H3O++H2O�+M�→H5O2
+�+M� obtained

with the Cinétique de Réactions en Ecoulement Supersonique Uniforme flow technique are reported.
The reaction was studied in the bath gases M =He and N2, over the temperature range of 23–170 K,
and at pressures between 0.16 and 3.1 mbar. At the highest temperatures, the reaction was found to
be close to the limiting low-pressure termolecular range, whereas the limiting high-pressure
bimolecular range was approached at the lowest temperatures. Whereas the low-pressure rate
coefficients can satisfactorily be reproduced by standard unimolecular rate theory, the derived
high-pressure rate coefficients in the bath gas He at the lowest temperatures are found to be
markedly smaller than given by simple ion-dipole capture theory. This result differs from previous
observations on the related reaction NH4

++NH3�+M�→N2H7
+�+M�. This observation is tentatively

attributed to more pronounced contributions of the valence part of the potential-energy surface to the
reaction in H5O2

+ than in N2H7
+. Falloff curves of the reaction H3O++H2O�+M�→H5O2

+�+M� are
constructed over wide ranges of conditions and represented in compact analytical form.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.1935520�

I. INTRODUCTION

H3O+�H2O�n cluster ions are important constituents of
the terrestrial atmosphere, cluster ions with n=1 particularly
in the D region of the ionosphere �altitude 60–90 km�.1

Likewise, these species play an important role in interstellar
clouds2 or comets.3 The formation and dissociation reactions
of these species are of interest for a general understanding of
the ion chemistry in these environments, see, e.g., Ref. 4.
The present study concerns the formation of clusters with n
=1, i.e., the reaction leading to proton-bound dimers of water
H2O·H+·H2O �i.e., H5O2

+�. The reaction has been studied
before under low-pressure conditions5–8 where it proceeds as
the termolecular process

H3O+ + H2O�+ M� → H5O2
+�+ M� . �1.1�

Bath gases M =He, Ar, H2, O2, N2, and CH4 were em-
ployed. Mostly experiments were carried out near 300 K, but
temperatures between 300 and 570 K were also studied with
the bath gas CH4.8 For a summary of measurements before
1976, see Ref. 7. As the molecular parameters of H5O2

+ such
as the vibrational frequencies and the bond energy are be-
coming increasingly well known from ab initio
calculations9–11 and from experiments,12–14 it appears tempt-
ing now to interpret the rate coefficients of the association
reaction in its low-pressure termolecular range in terms of

standard unimolecular rate theory, e.g., in the version of
Ref. 15.

Measurements of the formation rate of H5O2
+ in the high-

pressure bimolecular range, or at least in the falloff region
connecting up to this range, so far have not been reported.
However, there is some interest in this range not only in
order to arrive at a complete characterization of reaction
�1.1� but also because the association of H3O+ with H2O
constitutes the first step of the important proton exchange
reaction

H3O+ + H2O → H2O + H3O+. �1.2�

Being of interest for proton transfer in a variety of environ-
ments, this process recently has been modeled on a reduced
dimensionality ab initio potential-energy surface.16 A com-
parison with experimental results for the high-pressure lim-
iting association rate of reaction �1.1� would be meaningful.
With improving characterization of the potential, a more de-
tailed theoretical modeling should also become feasible in
the near future.

With decreasing temperature, the transition between
low-pressure termolecular and high-pressure bimolecular as-
sociation of reaction �1.1� is expected to shift to lower pres-
sures. We have experimentally demonstrated this behavior17

for the related formation of proton-bound dimers of ammo-
nia,

NH4
+ + NH3�+ M� → N2H7

+�+ M� . �1.3�

In experiments between 15 and 170 K at bath gas con-
centrations of the order of 1016–1017 molecule cm−3 the re-
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action was shown to change from conditions near to the
high-pressure limit �at 15 K� to conditions near to the low-
pressure limit �at 170 K�. A set of falloff curves could be
constructed which was consistent with standard unimolecular
rate theory. In the present work we applied the same ap-
proach to reaction �1.1�, i.e., we again used the experimental
Cinétique de Réactions en Ecoulement Supersonique Uni-
forme �CRESU� flow technique and we tried to model the
results by standard unimolecular rate theory. Whereas the
experiments gave quite comparable results as for reaction
�1.3�, the modeling met with unexpected difficulties. After
describing our experimental results, in the present work we
try to understand the encountered modeling problems.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the present work we used again the CRESU
technique17–20 in which a continuous supersonic flow is cre-
ated by expanding the carrier gas of the reaction through a
Laval nozzle. Each of the carefully designed nozzles gener-
ates downstream one temperature T and one bath gas pres-
sure P �or bath gas concentration �M��. Before entering the
expansion nozzle, small concentrations of the reactant are
introduced into the carrier gas. In the present case, H2O was
introduced by passing the carrier gas through a saturator
filled with liquid H2O. The H3O+ ions were formed at the
exit of the nozzle by crossing the flow by a 10-keV, 10
-�A electron beam. The concentrations of H3O+ were then

followed along the flow by a mobile mass spectrometer. The
concentrations of H2O essentially stayed constant over the
distance used for the measurements.

The H3O+ concentrations decayed exponentially with
distance along the flow as demonstrated in Fig. 1 for two
H2O concentrations. The slopes of plots like Fig. 1 then were
plotted as a function of �H2O�, see Fig. 2. Employing the
known flow velocity v, these results then were converted into
second-order rate coefficients krec through

d�H3O+�
dx

= −
krec

v
�H3O+��H2O� . �2.1�

The employed method of introduction of H2O and determi-
nation of its concentration resulted in an uncertainty of krec of
about ±50%. For further details of our experimental method,
see Ref. 17.

Tables I and II summarize our measurements of krec in
the bath gases He and N2. Since each condition �T and �M��
required the use of a different nozzle, only a limited number
of measurements could be made. However, we achieved
measurements over wide ranges of temperature, in the
present study between about 23 and 170 K and over a certain
range of bath gas concentrations.

Our earlier studies17 of the formation of the proton-
bound dimer of ammonia, Eq. �1.3�, indicated that the
pseudo-second-order rate coefficients krec corresponded to in-
termediate parts of the falloff curve between the limiting
low- and high-pressure ranges of the reaction. We expected
the same to be the case for the present reaction. For an ori-

TABLE I. Pseudo-second-order �krec� and pseudo-third-order �krec / �He�� rate coefficients of the reaction
H3O++H2O�+He�→H5O2

+�+He� �krec=experimental values, krec,� extrapolated such as described in Sec. III C�.

T /K
�He� /1016

molecule cm−3
krec /10−9

cm3 molecule−1 s−1
krec /10−26 �He�

cm6 molecule−2 s−1
krec,� /10−9

cm3 molecule−1 s−1

22.9 5.22 1.4 2.7 2.9
25.0 7.53 2.4 3.2 5.3
36.0 5.89 1.6 2.7 4.5
49.1 11.4 0.99 0.87 2.8

123.0 13.4 0.34 0.25 2.9
157.5 14.1 0.30 0.21 ¯

FIG. 1. Decrease of the H3O+ signal as a function of the downstream
position x ��: �H2O�=1.2�1014 molecule cm−3, �: �H2O�=8.7
�1013 molecule cm−3, T=157.5 K�.

FIG. 2. Slopes of Fig. 1 as a function of �H2O� �T=157.5 K�.

054303-2 Hamon et al. J. Chem. Phys. 123, 054303 �2005�
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entation, therefore, we first created third-order �krec / �M� as a
function of T� and second-order �krec as a function of T� plots
of our results such as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

Extrapolation of our third-order plots in Fig. 3, for M
=He, to 300 K gave good agreement of krec / �M� with earlier
measurements from Refs. 6 and 7. The same was found for
M =N2.5 It appears worth mentioning that measurements of
krec / �M� with M =N2 and CH4 at 300 K seem to agree but
are about a factor of 5 larger than the results for M =He. For
orientation purposes, we provide representations of the
pseudo-third-order rate coefficients such as drawn by the
lines in Fig. 3,

krec/�He� = 5.4 � 10−28�T/298 K�−1.6 cm6 molecule−2 s−1

�2.2�

and

krec/�N2� = 3.1 � 10−27�T/298 K�−2.4 cm6 molecule−2 s−1.

�2.3�

However, we emphasize that these representations are mis-
leading, since points at different positions of the falloff curve
are combined, see below.

Figure 4 shows pseudo-second-order plots of krec. For
orientation purposes, Fig. 4 also includes rate constants for
ion-linear dipolar rotor capture such as given by the Su–
Chesnavich equation.21 One notices that all measured values
of krec are below the corresponding Su–Chesnavich rate con-

stants kSCh. At low temperatures the measurements reach up
to the order of magnitude of kSCh, but nevertheless, always
clearly stay below. The earlier measurements at temperatures
of 300 K �and above� all were many orders of magnitude
below the Su–Chesnavich values which suggests that they
were done close to the limiting low-pressure termolecular
range.

III. MODELING OF RATE COEFFICIENTS

A. Limiting low-pressure rate coefficients

The pseudo-second-order plots of Fig. 4 strongly suggest
that at least the available measurements near 300 K from
Refs. 5–8 all correspond to conditions near to the low-
pressure limit of the reaction. Therefore, at first we compare
these measurements with modeling results from standard
unimolecular rate theory. We use the formulation from Ref.
15 which, after conversion with the equilibrium constant,
gives

krec,0/�M� � �cZ
�vib,h�E0�FEkTFanhFrot

Qvib�H2O�Qvib�H3O+�

�
Qel,rot�H5O2

+�
Qel,rot�H2O�Qel,rot�H3O+�� h2

2��kT
�3/2

,

�3.1�

where �c denotes the collision efficiency which is related to
the average energy ��E	 transferred per collision through
�c / �1−�c

1/2��−��E	 /FEkT; Z is the relevant collision num-
ber per unit concentration such as given here by the Lange-
vin collision number ZL=2�q�� /��1/2 with the polarizability
� of M; and Qel,vib,rot are electronic, vibrational, and rota-
tional partition functions, respectively. The other factors are
used such as described in Ref. 15. In other words, �vib,h�E0�
denotes the harmonic vibrational density of states at the dis-
sociation energy E0, FE accounts for the energy dependence
of �vib,h�E�, Fanh describes the anharmonicity in the vibra-
tional density of states, and Frot accounts for rotational ef-
fects such as E0�J� and rovibrational densities of states.

FIG. 4. Pseudo-second-order representation of the recombination rate coef-
ficients krec in the bath gases He ��� and N2 ��� from this work �full line:
Su–Chesnavich rate coefficient from Ref. 21 for ion-dipolar linear rotor
capture, shown for orientation only�.

TABLE II. Pseudo-second-order �krec� and pseudo-third-order �krec / �N2��
rate coefficients of the reaction H3O++H2O�+N2�→H5O2

+�+N2� �krec

=experimental values�.

T /K
�N2� /1016

molecule cm−3
krec /10−9

cm3 molecule−1 s−1
krec /10−26 �N2�

cm6 molecule−2 s−1

47.7 2.73 4.6 17
74.5 1.69 1.7 10
84.6 1.63 1.8 11

169.7 0.56 0.16 2.8

054303-3 The ion-molecule reaction H3O++H2O�+M�→H5O2
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Appendix A summarizes the molecular parameters re-
quired for the calculation of krec,0 / �M�. We employ the com-
plete set of harmonic frequencies of H5O2

+ such as derived in
Ref. 11 from ab initio calculations. There is considerable
uncertainty about the anharmonicity factor Fanh, last but not
least because of the strongly anharmonic proton transfer po-
tential. Part of Fanh could be accounted for by using funda-
mental instead of harmonic frequencies. However, these are
becoming only slowly available experimentally.13 In addi-
tion, the extrapolation of energy levels to energies of the
order of the dissociation energy of H5O2

+ remains uncertain.
Therefore, for the time being, we employ harmonic frequen-
cies and tentatively use an estimate of the anharmonicity
factor of Fanh=3.5 like that obtained by extrapolation to the
dissociation energy for H2O2 on an ab initio potential22 �if
harmonic and not fundamental frequencies are employed, see
Ref. 23�. The rotational factor Frot requires knowledge of the
centrifugal barriers E0�J�. Based on ab initio results for the
potential as a function of the O–O distance,9,11 one concludes
that centrifugal barriers in the relevant range of angular mo-
menta �quantum number J� are governed by the long-range
ion-dipole potential. In this case, the centrifugal barriers,
seen from the side of H3O+ and H2O, are equal to zero. This
range corresponds to J�J+1�	2�Dq� /
2 ��=reduced mass,
q=ionic charge, and �D=dipole moment�. For larger J, E0�J�
steeply rises, see Ref. 24. Employing the formulas from Ref.
15, the properties of E0�J� mean that Frot is close to its maxi-
mum value Frot,max which would be obtained in the absence
of centrifugal barriers. The collision efficiencies �c are de-
rived empirically by comparing modeled and measured val-
ues of krec,0 / �M�. This leads to empirical values of the aver-
age energies ��E	 transferred per collision. In order to
estimate the temperature dependence of �c, we assume ��E	
is only very weakly dependent on the temperature like in
neutral molecules.25

Comparing modeling and experiment, we keep in mind
that the absolute values of krec,0 / �M� at 300 K contain sev-
eral factors which remain uncertain and have to be fitted.
However, once these factors are fitted, the temperature de-
pendence of krec,0 / �M� can be predicted with a considerable
degree of confidence. We first look at the experiments with
M =N2. The factors contributing to krec,0 / �M� are included in
Appendix B. By comparison of modeling and experiments at
300 K, we conclude that �c is not too far from unity, i.e., that
energy transfer between H5O2

+ and N2 approaches strong col-
lisions. This conclusion appears reasonable in view of the
fact that H5O2

+ like N2H7
+ forms strongly interacting com-

plexes with N2 in which energy is efficiently exchanged. The
observation of only small differences of �c between experi-
ments in N2 and CH4 confirms this conclusion. However, the
situation appears different for M =He where obviously colli-
sions are weak and �c �300 K��0.2 corresponds to
��E	 /hc�−100 cm−1 �average energy transfer often is ex-
pressed in cm−1 such that we include the product of Planck’s
constant h and the velocity of light c�. This value is of the
expected order of magnitude.25,26 Based on the information
on �c and taking into account that ��E	 generally is only
weakly dependent on T, we are able to extrapolate krec,0 / �M�
from 300 K to lower temperatures. This is done in Fig. 5 for

the bath gases He and N2. Likewise, experiments in CH4 for
higher temperatures are compared with the modeling. We
realize that the experimental values of krec,0 / �M� increasingly
fall below the modeled values. We interpret this observation
as an indication for increasing deviations from the low-
pressure limit.

B. Reduced falloff curves

After having modeled krec,0 / �M�, we construct doubly
reduced falloff curves krec /krec,� as a function of the reduced
concentration scale krec,0 /krec,� which is proportional to �M�.
We perform this calculation in order to derive the high-
pressure limiting value krec,� of the second-order rate coeffi-
cient krec by combining extrapolated experimental krec,0 and
measured krec in the falloff range. Reduced falloff curves in
our approach are represented as

krec/krec,� = �x/�1 + x��F�x� , �3.2�

with x=krec,0 /krec,�, see, e.g., Ref. 15. For strong collisions,
F�x� is represented as

Fsc�x� = �1 + x�

0

�

�
J=0

�

�2J + 1��F�FW/�xF� + FW��

�exp�− E/kT�d�E/kT� , �3.3�

with a density-of-states factor

F� = ��E,J��

J=0

�

�
J=0

�

�2J + 1���E,J�

�exp�− E/kT�d�E/kT� �3.4�

and a number of activated complex states factor

FW = W�E,J��

0

�

�
J=0

�

�2J + 1�W�E,J�

�exp�− E/kT�d�E/kT� , �3.5�

see Ref. 27. ��E ,J� denotes the rovibrational density of

FIG. 5. Pseudo-third-order representation of the experimental results for
krec / �M� from Fig. 3 in comparison with modeled limiting low-pressure rate
coefficients krec0 / �M� from this work, see text �symbols like in Fig. 3; lines
from top to bottom: modeled krec0 / �M� for M =CH4, N2, and He,
respectively�.

054303-4 Hamon et al. J. Chem. Phys. 123, 054303 �2005�
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states, and W�E ,J� is the number of activated complex states.
The energy E=0 corresponds to separated H3O+ and H2O.
For low temperatures where only transitional modes contrib-
ute to W�E ,J� and, hence, to the shape of the reduced falloff
curves, we employ the method described for N2H7

+ formation
in Ref. 17. However, we also tested this simplified approach
against a complete treatment accounting for conserved and
transitional modes in W�E ,J�, confirming the validity of the
procedure for the low-temperature applications of relevance
here. Our calculations are done completely by analogy to
those described in Ref. 17 for the reaction NH4

++NH3, i.e., at
this stage we assume that the number of activated complex
states W�E ,J� is governed by a long-range ion-permanent
dipole potential, see below. In addition, however, we account
for the small additional broadening from weak collision con-
tributions.

Table III summarizes broadening factors F�x� as a func-
tion of x=krec,0 /krec,� and temperature T. The center broad-
ening factors F�x=1� are of similar magnitude as the corre-
sponding values for the N2H7

+ system. Also, the complete
broadening factors shown in Fig. 6 look similar as those of
the N2H7

+ system. However, it remains to be seen whether
broadening factors for ion-permanent dipole potentials ad-
equately represent the present reaction system.

C. Experimental determination of limiting
high-pressure rate coefficients

The observation that the experimental rate coefficients
from Fig. 5 with decreasing temperature increasingly fall be-

low the extrapolated krec,0 in the present work serves for the
determination of krec,�. We use Eq. �3.2� in the implicit form

krec,� = krec�1 + x�/xF�x� , �3.6�

with x=krec,0 /krec,�. Equation �3.6� generally allows for a
unique determination of krec,� from the measured krec and
krec,0. Only near to the center of the falloff curve, where F�x�
does not change much with x, the determination becomes not
feasible. This was the case for all four experiments in M
=N2 and for the one experiment in M =He at 157.5 K. Table
I includes the values for krec,� from the experiments with
M =He where krec,� could be derived in the described way.
Unfortunately, because of the given reasons, we are not able
to exploit the experiments in M =N2 for a derivation of krec,�.

Figure 7 compares the derived apparent values of krec,�

�open symbols�, which are obtained from the experimental
values of krec �filled symbols�, with the rate coefficients from
the Su–Chesnavich equation21 �full line� for ion-dipolar lin-
ear rotor capture. We find that the derived points are system-
atically below the Su–Chesnavich capture rate coefficients
kSCh. We emphasize that the values of kSCh at the present
stage are given for orientation only, see below. Our observa-
tions differ from the corresponding results for the N2H7

+ sys-
tem where, for the bath gas He, good agreement with the
Su–Chesnavich equation was found over the range of
15–50 K. For that system, for the bath gas N2, the derived

TABLE III. Broadening factors F�x� �including weak and strong collision broadening contributions� for
H3O++H2O�+He�→H5O2

+�+He� �see text�.

T /K x=10−3 10−2 10−1 1 10 100 1000

22.9 0.98 0.83 0.46 0.26 0.30 0.43 0.56
25.0 0.97 0.81 0.43 0.25 0.30 0.43 0.55
36.0 0.94 0.69 0.36 0.22 0.28 0.42 0.54
49.1 0.90 0.61 0.33 0.22 0.28 0.41 0.54

123.0 0.76 0.53 0.31 0.21 0.27 0.40 0.53
157.5 0.74 0.53 0.31 0.20 0.27 0.40 0.53

FIG. 6. Broadening factors F�x� of falloff curves for M =He, see text.

FIG. 7. Pseudo-second-order representation of the experimental results in
the bath gas He for krec ��: from this work� in comparison with extrapolated
krec� ��: from this work�, experimental rate coefficients from isotope ex-
change �� from Ref. 31, multiplied by 2�, calculated rate coefficients from
proton transfer �---from Ref. 16, multiplied by 2�, and Su–Chesnavich rate
coefficients for ion-linear dipolar rotor capture �—from Ref. 21�.

054303-5 The ion-molecule reaction H3O++H2O�+M�→H5O2
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krec,� over the range of 50–150 K were even found to be
above kSCh. This observation tentatively was attributed to
�NH4

+��N2�n clustering. In the following section possible rea-
sons for the observed differences are discussed. Before doing
this, we emphasize that the differences appear to be outside
the experimental errors which are estimated to be about
±50%, see above.

D. Limiting high-pressure rate coefficients

In the following we speculate about the reasons for the
differences between the values of krec,� from the experiments
and the Su–Chesnavich values. We first consider the data
from experiments with M =He, where krec,�-values could be
derived between 23 and 123 K. No temperature dependence
of krec,� was observed within the uncertainty of about ±50%,
see Table I and Fig. 7. We obtained an average value of

krec,� = 3.7�±1.8� � 10−9 cm3 molecule−1 s−1. �3.7�

This value is markedly smaller than the Su–Chesnavich
value of about kSCh=10�10−9 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 at 23 K,
but essentially agrees with the value of about kSCh=4.5
�10−9 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 at 123 K.

There are many possible reasons for deviations of krec,�

from kSCh:

�i� The Su–Chesnavich equation only applies to capture
of ions by permanent plus induced dipolar linear ro-
tors. In the present case, however, the dipolar H2O
molecule is not linear but an asymmetric top. It
was shown by statistical adiabatic channel model
�SACM� calculations that symmetric-top28 and
asymmetric-top29 capture rate constants kcap can well
be approximated by

kcap/kL � 1 + �kSCh/kL − 1�exp�− �0.93/x��B/A�1/2� ,

�3.8�

with kL=2�q�� /��1/2 and x=�D�2�kT�−1/2. In the
present case one has x��8580 K/T�1/2 and B /A
�1.28 �Ref. 28� which leads to kcap �23 K��8.7
�10−9 in comparison with kSCh �23 K��9.1
�10−9 cm3 molecule−1 s−1. The corresponding values
for T=123, 200, and 300 K are kcap=3.9�10−9, 3.1
�10−9, and 2.6�10−9 in comparison with kSCh=4.3
�10−9, 3.5�10−9, and 2.9�10−9 cm3 molecule−1 s−1,
respectively. This could well explain the value of
krec,� from Eq. �3.7� at 123 K, but not the values de-
rived at lower temperatures.

�ii� The Su–Chesnavich equation as well as Eq. �3.8� only
applies to classical conditions. There is a turnover of
kcap to temperature-independent values at low tem-
peratures which has been treated by SACM methods
in Ref. 28–30. In the low-temperature limit, kcap

�14.3�10−9 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 is obtained.28,30 kcap

in the low-temperature range decreases below the
classical value from Eq. �3.8�. However, this decrease
becomes noticeable only below 20 K �Ref. 28� such
that the small values of krec,�, at 23 K cannot be ex-
plained by quantum effects.

�iii� The reduced falloff expressions from the previous
section, which were used for the derivation of krec,�,
may have been inadequate, underestimating the extent
of broadening. Such effects may occur when there are
nonexponential lifetime distributions of the excited
adducts such as observed in classical trajectory calcu-
lations of excited H2O2.22 However, it would be dif-
ficult to imagine that the factor of 3 difference be-
tween ion-dipole capture rates kcap and krec,� would
arise from such effects; it would also be difficult to
understand that these effects do matter at 23 K but not
at 123 K.

�iv� The part of the potential-energy surface of H5O2
+,

which is most relevant for the association kinetics,
may differ from the long-range ion-dipolar
asymmetric-top rotor type. On the one hand the attrac-
tion may be stronger than given by the ion-dipole po-
tential, on the other hand the anisotropy may differ
from that of the ion-dipole potential. Both effects may
stem from an important valence contribution to the
potential. For the time being we favor this explanation
of the properties of krec,� from Eq. �3.7� �absolute
value and temperature dependence�. In the following
we present some evidence for this hypothesis.

The high-pressure limit of reaction �1.1� is directly re-
lated to the proton transfer reaction �1.2�. At the same time, it
is linked to isotope exchange reactions such as

H3O+ + D2O → H2DO+ + HDO → HD2O+ + H2O. �3.9�

At 295 K, the rate coefficient for reaction �3.9� was mea-
sured to be 2.2�10−9 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 �Refs. 31 and 32�
whereas 2.0�10−9 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 was found for the re-
action D3O++H2O. Product distributions in both cases were
also determined and found to be statistical, i.e., 2:1 for
HDO:H2O. The reduced dimensionality calculations of the
rate for the proton transfer H3O++H2O, Eq. �1.2�, from Ref.
16 on the ab initio potential from Ref. 9 gave similar values,
being about 1.05�10−9 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 between 200 and
500 K. Assuming that these processes all proceed through
sufficiently long-lived H5O2

+ such that statistical behavior is
achieved, apart from minor zero-point energy effects one
may assume that the corresponding capture rates are about
twice the isotope exchange rates. Combining the experimen-
tal data at 295 K from Ref. 31 with the prediction of a neg-
ligible temperature dependence of the rate from Ref. 16
brings the capture rates into very good agreement with our
results for krec,� between 23 and 123 K such as given in Eq.
�3.7�. The results have markedly different temperature de-
pendence from ion-dipole capture rates although they
roughly agree in magnitude �except at our lower tempera-
tures�. How could one explain the difference in the tempera-
ture dependences? Capture processes governed by valence
potentials often have only small temperature dependences �if
no temperature dependences from electronic fine-structure
effects and no contributions from electrostatic long-range ef-
fects arise33�. In order to confirm the validity of this interpre-
tation, classical trajectory calculations of the capture process
�1.1� on an ab initio potential should be made, following the
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SACM/classical trajectory �CT� strategy, e.g., of Ref. 34.
Such calculations today are feasible and appear highly desir-
able.

There remain some open questions. Why could the high-
pressure limiting krec,� of the formation of proton-bound
dimers of ammonia, Eq. �1.3�, well be identified with ion-
dipole capture rates17 while this does not appear to apply for
the present system? The answer may be found in the more
spherical potential around NH4

+ in comparison with H3O+. In
addition, the H5O2

+ bond is about 1.5 times stronger than the
N2H7

+ bond which should make valence effects more pro-
nounced in the H5O2

+ system than in the N2H7
+ system. An-

other point of concern are the large recombination rates in
the bath gas N2 below 100 K which cannot be accommo-
dated for by the present falloff curves, see below. A similar
observation was made for the ammonia system at T
�150 K. It was suggested in Ref. 17 that this effect is due to
massive clustering of NH4

+ by bath gas molecules N2 at low
temperatures which causes a change of the mechanism, i.e.,
which produces a transition into a saturated radical-complex
�chaperone� mechanism. If this is true, then there will be an
intermediate temperature situation where a transition from an
essentially pressure-independent radical-complex mechanism
�at lower temperatures� to a pressure-dependent energy-
transfer mechanism �at higher temperatures� occurs. This ki-
netic situation has not been treated before. One should imag-
ine that the present measurements in N2 at T�100 K also
correspond to this change of mechanism, i.e., to the transi-
tion into a saturated radical-complex mechanism involving
capture of H2O by �H3O+��N2�n clusters.

IV. REPRESENTATION OF RATE DATA
AND MODELED FALLOFF CURVES

The present experimental low-temperature data for the
association reaction �1.1� can be combined with earlier low-
pressure results at higher temperatures and represented in a
compact form. We employ

krec,� = 3.7�±1.8� � 10−9 cm3 molecule−1 s−1, �4.1�

krec,0 = �He�1.05�±0.1�

� 10−27�T/300 K�−4.0 cm6 molecule−2 s−1, �4.2�

krec/krec,� = �x/�1 + x��F�x� with x = krec,0/krec,�, �4.3�

and broadening factors F�x� such as illustrated by Fig. 6.
Analytical expressions for F�x� are also available, see Ref.
35, employing the modeled center broadening factors Fc

=F�x=1��0.22�±0.02� which are independent of tempera-
ture. In the simplest form, neglecting the asymmetry illus-
trated in Fig. 6, e.g., F�x� is approximated by

F�x� � Fe
1/1+��log x�/N�2�, �4.4�

with N�0.75–1.27 log Fc. krec,� is also assumed to be inde-
pendent of temperature. krec,0 has been fitted to the partly
falloff-corrected experimental data over the range of
123–300 K in order to derive ��E	. Assuming temperature-
independent ��E	 such as this is normally observed,15 the
temperature dependence of krec,0 then follows from the mod-

eling. krec,� was taken as the average of the extrapolated
points from Fig. 7. For bath gases other than He, krec,0 is
modeled as

krec,0 = �N2�5.1

� 10−27�T/300 K�−3.6 cm6 molecule−2 s−1, �4.5�

krec,0 = �CH4�2.1

� 10−26�T/300 K�−3.6 cm6 molecule−2 s−1. �4.6�

These expressions are fitted to low-pressure experimental
points at T�150 K in order to fix ��E	. The temperature
coefficients then are modeled as described in Sec. III A.

The temperature coefficients in all three cases corre-
spond to the range of 20–300 K. For 300–500 K they
change to about −4.4 for M =He and −3.9 for M =N2 and
CH4. �The differences arise from different absolute values of
��E	 entering �c.� One notices that the given expressions for
krec,0 markedly differ from the expressions of Eqs. �3.2� and
�3.3�. Figure 8 compares the available experimental data for
M =He with our modeled falloff curves �F�x� from Table III�.
There is good agreement for the experiments with M =He.
While the representation by an energy-transfer mechanism
applies for He at all temperatures, in other bath gases ion-
bath gas clustering at low temperatures �below about 150 K
with M =N2� probably produces a change of the mechanism
to a saturated radical-complex mechanism. This is the reason
for the marked discrepancies between the modeled falloff
curves of Fig. 9 and the experimental points for M =N2 from
the present work.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our measurements have provided data which allow for
an analysis of the hydronium-water association reaction in
terms of unimolecular rate theory. The importance of the
potential-energy surface for the understanding of the high-
pressure range is elucidated. There is ample evidence for an

FIG. 8. Falloff curves for H3O++H2O�+He�→H5O2
+�+He� �full lines mod-

eling from this work with limiting rate coefficients from Sec. IV and F�x�
from Sec. III B, see also Table III; experimental points from this work, data
for 300 K from Ref. 7, �: 25 K, �: 49 K, �: 123 K, �: 157.5 K, and �:
300 K�.
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expectation that the high-pressure capture process is not
dominated by ion-dipole forces but by contributions from the
valence part of the potential. Capture calculations on an ab
initio potential now appear feasible and are highly desirable.
However, so far the ab initio potentials are not sufficiently
complete, in particular, with respect to their multidimen-
sional anisotropy, to allow for a meaningful analysis of this
type. On the other hand, standard unimolecular rate theory
very well reproduces low-pressure rate coefficients governed
by the energy-transfer mechanism of the reaction.
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APPENDIX A: MOLECULAR PARAMETERS

H5O2
+. Harmonic frequencies in cm−1 �Ref. 11�: 3868,

3854, 3806, 3766, 1787, 1746, 1596, 1505, 794, 650, 577,
561, 481, 296, and 241; rotational constants in cm−1

�Ref. 12� 6.120, 0.2936, and 0.2923; E0 /hc=11 555 cm−1

�Ref. 11�, see also Ref. 36; and =2.
H3O+. Fundamental frequencies in cm−1 �Refs. 11, 37,

and 38�: 3468 �average of �1�+� and �1�−��, 768 �average of
�2�+� and �2�−��, 3536, 3574, 1626, and 1694; rotational
constants in cm−1 �Ref. 39� 11.444, 11.444, and 6.989; and
=3.

H2O. Fundamental frequencies in cm−1 �Ref. 11�: 1590,
3641, and 3735; rotational constants in cm−1 �Ref. 39�:
27.885, 14.512, and 9.281; =2; �D=1.85 D; and
�=1.444�10−24 cm3.

M. Polarizabilities � in 10−24 cm3 �Ref. 40�: 0.205 �He�,
1.75 �N2�, and 2.56 �CH4�.

APPENDIX B: FACTORS IN THE LOW-PRESSURE
RATE COEFFICIENTS krec,0

M =He:ZL=5.58�10−10 cm3 molecule−1 s−1, �vib,h�E0�
=1.12�104/cm−1, Whitten–Rabinovitch factor a�E0�=0.86,
Fanh=3.5 �estimated, for �vib,h�E0� from harmonic �not
fundamental� frequencies�, Frot�Frot,max, and
��E	 /hc=−100 cm−1 �estimated�. M =N2:ZL=7.76
�10−10 cm3 molecule−1 s−1, and ��E	 /hc=−1000 cm−1 �es-
timated�. M =CH4:ZL=1.12�10−9 cm3 molecule−1 s−1, and
��E	 /hc=−2000 cm−1 �estimated�.

T /K �c FE Frot,max

krec,0 / �He� 10−26

cm6 molecule−2 s−1

25.0 0.75 1.01 781 1860
49.1 0.62 1.02 284 150

123.0 0.40 1.06 71.6 4.20
157.5 0.35 1.08 49.4 1.56
300.0 0.22 1.16 18.8 0.109
500.0 0.14 1.29 8.73 0.0115

krec,0 / �N2� 10−26 cm6 molecule−2 s−1=315, 52, 0.48,
0.065, and krec,0 / �CH4� 10−26 cm6 molecule−2 s−1=465, 83,
0.81, 0.06, for T=50, 150, 300, and 500 K, respectively.
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